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2 Why Calculus

From computations going backto Archimedes theGreeks to its

formalization by Newton 1642 1727

Leibniz 1646 1716

Part of the basic language of Science
Used to describe anti motions

Examples Motions of planets gravity leg discoveryof Neptune
Biology Hodgkins Huxley an describing the action

potential across neurons inthe brain
Economics Black Scholes an modeling option pricing

in financial markets

Why Amalize axiomatize By doingthis we can concentrate

onthe undying studs of different phenomena Wigability
by means of abstraction

What is a tangent line tangible totouch
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Conclude A definition via countingthenumber of intersection points istoo
ictire It also fails for general curies



IDEAL Think of thecurse as being on one side of the line of
on both meeting at one point
This also fails in general Nd L

Solution Combine these two ideas but in a localsituation
E around the point of interest

e with j extra
Tangency crossing

Natural question Howto formalize our intuitive notion of a

tangent line

Answer Fermat n 1630 Tangent lines are LIMITS of
secant
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athirst recanting
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Example Alpha cure

Fp has no tangentline
at P43 3 2

0

two possible limits to a sequenceof secant lines

Remark Almost all of calculus involves some limiting process
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The only parameter we need to determine is m

m is obtained via a limiting process us we needcoordinates
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